Countries Test
Part 1:
1. Austria is located in ___________ Europe. The mountainous
region in the Southwestern corner is known as the
________. Austria is (circle one) landlocked or coastal.
2. Tirana is the capital of which coastal country?

3. Which of the following is not an independent nation?
1. Belgium
2. Andorra
3. Akrotiri
4. Bosnia & Herzogovina
4. The official language of Austria:
1. French
2. Austrian
3. German
4. English
5. 75% of the Austrian population identifies themselves as:
1. Greek Orthodox
2. Christian (Protestant)
3. Jewish
4. Christian (Roman Catholic)
6. The capital of Austria is __________.
7. How does Andorra cope with having no military?

8. Austria has a federal ____________ for their government.
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9. According to the CIA World Factbook, _________ is a selfproclaimed republic, but in reality, it is a
dictatorship.
10.Which of the following is the oldest?
1. Andorra
2. Belarus
3. Bulgaria
4. Albania
11.The official language of Belarus is _____________.
12.T/F: Suffrage in Austria is granted at age 16, not the
typical age 18.
13.Belgium declared independence from which nation in 1830?

14.The official language of Andorra is:
1. Spanish
2. French
3. Portuguese
4. Catalan
15.Akrotiri is part of which Mediterranean island?

16.The official religion of Bulgaria is (circle one) Greek
or Bulgarian Orthodox Christianity.
17.T/F: Albania is a relatively prosperous country.
18.Surprisingly, the capital of Akrotiri is the _______,
not the pound.
19.What is the capital of Belarus? _____________________.
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20.Bosnia and Herzogovina is highly vulnerable to what
illegal activity due to a cash based and unregulated
economy, weak law enforcement, and governmental
corruption?

21.The natives of Akrotiri have the name of:
1. Cypriots
2. Akrotirians
3. Akrots
4. Episkopis
22.The two official languages of Belgium are:

23.Circle the landlocked:
!

Akrotiri

!

Austria

!

Albania

!

Andorra

!

Belgium

!

Belarus

!

Bulgaria

!

Bosnia & Herzogovina

24.Bulgaria celebrates their Liberation Day as taking place
in _________. (year)
25.What mountain range is Andorra nestled in?

26.T/F: Akrotiri is smaller than Washington D.C.
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27.Bosnia & Herzogovina separated in 1992 from
_________________.
28.Match the currencies to the correct countries:
!

Akrotiri!!

!

!

Leva

!

Bulgaria!!

!

!

Euro

!

Bosnia & Herzogovina!

Rubles

!

Belarus! !

!

Konvertibilna Markas

!

!

!

!

!

!

29.In Bosnia and Herzogovina, the term, ____________, is an
ethnic euphemism for the Islamic race.
30.Bulgaria borders the ______ Sea.
31.The capital of Akrotiri:
1. Sofia
2. Episkopi Cantonment
3. Foerster Cantonment
4. Brussels
32.Which European country has the largest consumption of
ecstasy?

33._____________ was formerly part of the Soviet Union.

Part 2:
1. List two terms that might refer to a native of Croatia:
1.
2.
2. Cyprus was a colony of the United Kingdom until ________,
when they declared independence. (Extra Credit: The UK
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retained ownership of two small areas of Cyprus,
_____________ and ________________.)
3. Bohemia is a region in what central European country?

4. Which of the following is not an official language of
Denmark?
1. English
2. German
3. Danish
4. Faroese
5. Provide the dates for the following events in Estonia’s
history:
1. First successfully declared independence in _____.
2. Forced into the USSR in _______.
3. Freed in _____ with the collapse of USSR.
4. Final Soviet troops departed in ______.
6. The capital of Finland is _____________.
7. France has five parts spread across the globe. List 3:
1.
2.
3.
8. What is the currency of Croatia?

9. Describe the modern day conflict in Cyprus. Be as
specific as possible.
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10.The Czech Republic has a (circle one) stable or
impoverished economy.
11.95% of the Danish population identify themselves as
____________, a branch of Christianity.
12.English and _________ are most commonly spoken in
Dhekelia.
13.Estonia and Russia don’t get along too well, according
to the CIA fact book. Please list at least three
conflicts they commonly have.

14.A native of Finland would be referred to as a ______.
15.France was founded around _____.
16.Match the capitals to their nations:
!

France!

!

!

Prague

!

Denmark! !

!

Copenhagen

!

Croatia! !

!

Nicosia

!

Cyprus!

!

!

Paris

!

Finland! !

!

Tallinn

!

Czech Republic!

Episkopi Cantonment

!

Estonia! !

!

Zagreb

!

Dhekelia!!

!

Helsinki

17.The Danish __________ is the currency of Denmark.
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18._________ surprisingly successfully held of the Soviets
in the 1940s, with just a small amount of lost territory.
While many advocacy groups vie eagerly for this nation’s
government to reclaim the ceded territory, the government
has yet to make any claims upon it.
19.In 1993, the Czech Republic and Slovakia divided. They
used to be one nation referred to as _________________.
20.Greenland is governed by what country?
1. Russia
2. UK
3. Denmark
4. Estonia
21.What is the currency of Cyprus?
22.France’s government is a ___________.
23.T/F: the Northern European countries’ are more
mountainous and hilly in nature.
24.Cyprus is found in the ___________ sea.
25.Describe what is found right next to the Austrian border
in Temelin, Czech Republic, that has caused so much
controversy.

26.Denmark has a constitutional _____________.

Part 3:
1.

